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Divine Fiat introduces Photogenic Redux Theme for Apple Keynote
Published on 09/10/09
Divine Fiat today is proud to introduce Photogenic Redux, their new theme for Apple's
Keynote Presentation Software. Photogenic is about photographers displaying their
photography their way. Featuring clean white text on a black background with a beautifully
custom-designed icon of a 35-mm lens, photogenic sports features resizable media
placeholders in seven photographic ratios.
Jacksonville, Florida - Divine Fiat has announced Photogenic Redux, their new theme for
Apple's Keynote Presentation Software. Utilizing clean white text on a black background
with a beautifully custom-designed icon of a 35-mm lens, photogenic features the presenter
not the theme designers. Photogenic is ideal for a wide variety of presentations.
Designed with professional photographers in mind, Photogenic features resizable media
placeholders in seven photographic ratios (1:1, 5:4, 4:3, 7:5, 3:2, 16:9, 7:1) as well as
fully customizable button and icon objects. Among Photogenic's most distinctive features
are its overwhelming number of master slide layouts; just over a 110 in all, including 11
highly polished text layouts and 100 photo layouts available in 800, 1024, 1280, 1680, and
1920 theme sizes.
Feature Highlights:
* Supports Keynote 4.0 - 5.0
* Leverages Helvetica Neue Light for an easy-to-read, yet clean look
* Supports 800, 1024, 1280, 1680 and 1920 Theme Sizes
* 1:1, 5:4, 4:3, 7:5, 3:2, 16:9, 7:1 Photographic Ratios
* 11 Text Layouts
* 100 Photo Layouts
"I love the 'Apple look' and Photogenic certainly has the Apple look" said Phillip Gore,
founder of Divine Fiat. "Before Keynote went HD, Photogenic was hands down our best
seller. I am so excited to finally offer a full HD version."
Your images are gorgeous and the container you use to present them should not distract
from that. Photogenic is a theme that let's photographers and presenters display their
images their way. It's perfect for framing your photos and concepts effectively and it's a
wonderful compliment to Apple's iLife Suite.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4 Tiger or later (Leopard and Snow Leopard Compatible)
* Keynote Version: 4.0 - 5.0 or later
* 8.7 MB Hard Drive space
* Helvetica Neue Light Font Required
Pricing and Availability:
Photogenic Redux is available immediately for $26.00 (USD). The Creative Theme Set, which
includes Take Two Redux along with Photogenic Redux, may be purchased for $46.80, a 10%
savings over buying individually.
Divine Fiat:
http://www.divinefiat.com
Photogenic Redux Theme:
http://www.divinefiat.com/index.php?id=91
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Photogenic Redux Image:
http://www.divinefiat.com/index.php?id=103
Creative Redux Theme Set:
http://www.divinefiat.com/index.php?id=2

Located in sunny Jacksonville, Florida, Divine Fiat is a privately held company founded in
2005 by Phillip Gore. With a focus on innovation, Divine Fiat's mission is to produce
creative themes for Apple's Keynote presentation software that are elegant and
understated, simple but not simplistic, with superior customer service and support.
Copyright (C) 2005-2009 Divine Fiat. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and
Keynote are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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